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Abstract
Higher medical degrees—MD and MS—have been awarded at an increased rate since 1980, owing partly to increased numbers of medical graduates and partly to greater career competition. The pass rate has not changed since 1965. Regulations at various universities show substantial differences, particularly in the use of viva voce examinations for failed candidates, in permissible subject matter, and in allowing the submission of previously published papers.

As these degrees are important for careers, and are registrable by the General Medical Council, it is suggested that it should issue minimal standards to be observed by all universities.

Introduction
The higher medical degrees of Doctor of Medicine (MD; DM) and Master of Surgery (MS; MCh; ChM; MChir) have been long established. For instance, candidates have been admitted to the Cambridge MD degree for over 500 years. 1 In recent years an apparently greater number of doctors have been taking them, owing in large part to greater competition for specialist hospital appointments. At the same time about one fifth of medical graduates have preferred instead to take the degree of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD), 2 which is now often perceived to be of higher academic status (although this has not always been the case) since typically it differs from the MD and MS in requiring registration for a fixed term, usually three years, before submission and is always examined by viva voce examination. In addition, the PhD can be submitted in any academic subject that is taught in the university, and candidates need not have attained their medical degrees at the university at which they wish to study for the PhD. It is also apparently more enjoyable. 3 The advantages of the MD and MS degrees are that a candidate often need not have registered in advance and need not be resident at the university where they wish to take it.

Candidates who fail these examinations are often aggrieved but unable to find information on the typical administration and conduct of the degree. This paper reports on a comparative review of the regulations for higher medical degrees in British medical schools and an assessment of the numbers of people taking such degrees, particularly in order to examine changes during the past two decades either in number of awards or in pass rates.

Method and results
In the summer of 1986 a short questionnaire (two sides of A4 paper) was sent to the academic registrar of each of the 19 British universities that award first degrees in medicine, all of which also award higher medical degrees. Eighteen universities replied to the questionnaire, two could not provide information on numbers of graduates, and one refused to answer the questions. Where possible regulations for examinations were also obtained. It was possible to collect statistics on the numbers of degrees awarded at the university that refused to take part by visiting the university library.

Table I summarises the numbers of higher medical and surgical degrees (referred to as the MD and MS in this paper) awarded at the universities in the survey. Not all universities could provide information for each of the years in question, and table I shows the number of universities for which information was available and the proportion of medical graduates accounted for by those universities, allowing estimates of the total number of degrees awarded each year. Clearly the total number of degrees awarded increased substantially between 1980 and 1985. But the total number of medical graduates also increased during the same period, and table I gives an estimate of the numbers 10 years before higher degrees were awarded. Higher degrees are not awarded in any one year to a single cohort of graduates but to a fairly wide spread since theses were sometimes submitted 20 or 30 years after graduation. A typical interval between graduation and submission is about 10 years, 4 5 and therefore corrections for increasing numbers of graduates are only rough. Nevertheless it seems that more degrees were awarded in 1985 than would be expected given the numbers awarded in 1980.

Success rates—Several universities gave information on the number of theses submitted as well as of degrees awarded. Table II shows that for both the MD and MS degree the success rate remained almost constant during 1965-85, and that the success rate in the MD degree (76.5%) is almost identical to that in the MS degree (75.6%). A complete calculation of success rates should also take into account that at least one fifth of theses are started but never submitted. 3

Oral examinations—in 15 universities that provided information the percentage of candidates given viva
TABLE II—Success rates for award of MD and MS degrees by year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No of universities giving information on submission rates</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of MD theses submitted</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of MD degrees awarded at same universities</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success rate for MDs (%)</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>75.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of MS theses submitted</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of MS degrees awarded at same universities</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success rate for MSs (%)</td>
<td>82.4</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success rate overall (%)</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>77.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

voice examinations was 100, 100, 90, 75, 75, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5, <5, <1, 0, 0, and 0; the proportion in the past 10 years was described as increased in two, decreased in two, and unchanged in the rest. Among candidates failing the examination the percentage that sat a viva was 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 75, "most," "usual," 50, 0, 0, 0, and 0.

**Resubmission after failure**—This is usually allowed in 10 universities, sometimes allowed in five (typically at the discretion of the examiners), and is "unusual" or occurs "seldom" in two universities.

**Registration**—Advanced registration is required in 10 universities, whereas in eight universities registration is at the time of submission. The time between submission and notification of a result varied from five weeks to nine months, but was typically six months.

**Time since qualification**—Universities required candidates to have been medical graduates for a minimum time of 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 7, and 7 years.

**Examiners**—There are two examiners in nine universities, three examiners in seven universities, and four examiners in two universities. In all universities at least one examiner is external, and in 10 it is usual for two examiners to be external. Several universities had an additional external examiner when a member of staff was the candidate. In 10 universities candidates who had not sat the viva were not informed of the names of their examiners, in none were they informed officially, and in seven they were informed unofficially or were told by the department. The questionnaire did not ask whether candidates who sat the viva were formally notified of the names of examiners before the oral examination.

**Classification**—In 10 universities MDs were classified using such terms as "honours," "distinction," or "commendation," or medals or prizes might be awarded, and in eight universities they were unclassified.

**Subject matter**—Regulations were generally vague, but four universities had "narrow" regulations stating that the thesis had to be relevant to "medicine or surgery," while the rest had broader regulations suggesting that subject matter had to be relevant to medicine, or medical science, or the curriculum for the degrees of medicine and surgery. In several schools it was reported that theses were "occasionally," "rarely," or "extremely rarely" rejected on subject matter, and in none of these was there a formal basis for appeal. In seven universities the MD or MS could be obtained by submitting published papers (sometimes with an integrating account), whereas in 11 universities the degree was awarded only on the submission of original work as a thesis. In no university is it now possible to take the MD or MS as a written examination.

**The degree of MS**—Although all universities used to award the MS, two of the new universities awarded the MD only, and four much older universities have discontinued the MS degree within the past 15 years. In general the regulations for the MS are closely similar to those for the MD, and often a single set of regulations suffices for both degrees. Nevertheless, several universities still require candidates for the MS to have practised in approved surgical posts, and several make specific restrictions on the content of the thesis, although such restrictions are in a minority. The degrees of MChOrth (Master of Orthopaedic Surgery) and MAO (Master of Obstetrics) are each still awarded by one university.

**Discussion**

Higher medical degrees are important and unusual qualifications as graduates in other university subjects are not usually able to submit research theses without supervision, without residence, and without paying supervision fees. The advantages of such a system are typified by the fictional Dr Mann in The Citadel, who from his South Wales practice was able to submit to the University of St Andrews his thesis on dust inhalation in pulmonary disease (although probably only about 4% of MD theses are submitted from general practice).

The higher degrees of MD, MS, and PhD are as a result of increased competition often seen by candidates, particularly recent graduates, to be essential for applying for consultative posts in the major medical disciplines. Thus the number of degrees awarded has increased substantially since 1980, both absolutely (owing to increased numbers of medical graduates) and proportionately (reflecting the needs of recent graduates who are in greater competition for prestigious posts). From the results of this study it is impossible to say whether higher degrees are being obtained sooner after primary qualification, although a comparison of the findings in published studies does not suggest obvious changes.

The form of examination differs fairly substantially among universities, which is of some consequence to candidates since in most cases they are compelled to take the degree at the university at which they took their first medical degree. (The only exception is those who become academic members of staff of another university.) Of particular concern is the variation in the use of the viva voice examination, even for candidates who fail the degree. Also, the variation in the regulations on permissible subject matter means that subjects that are permissible in some universities would not be acceptable at others, particularly if concerned with non-traditional basic medical sciences, with the history of medicine, or with aspects of the administration or regulation of medicine as a professional activity. Although this is said by university registrars to be a rare problem, that is not supported by anecdotal evidence.

Fundamental questions of equity and justice suggest that if higher medical degrees are important to people in their careers then the degrees should be administered in equivalent fashion in different universities. The Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals (CVC&P) has recently put forward guidelines for the regulation of the PhD degree, and other professional bodies have subsequently supplemented and annotated those guidelines. Since the MD and MS degrees are registrable secondary qualifications, it may be desirable for the General Medical Council to issue similar guidelines for admittance to the degrees of MD and MS.
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